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Mr. Chairman,

I would like to congratulate the Chair and its bureau for the

competence and guidance they have brought to the deliberations

of the First Committee. You can count on the full support of our

delegation.

Mr. Chairman,

While nuclear energy is not an option for its national power

mix, Greece remains a strong proponent of the third pillar of the

NPT which addresses the peaceful use of nuclear technology. We

acknowledge all States' sovereign right to opt for peaceful nuclear

energy. They should, however,

international Non-Proliferation

and the IAEA Safety Standards

fully adhere to and respect the

regime, Safeguard Agreements

and Security Architecture. It is

critical that prospective nuclear energy producers adhere to and

comply fully with safety and security treaties  aimed at

safeguarding the operational aspects of nuclear plants.

The 2011 Fukushima Daiichi accident has renewed focus in

the area of nuclear safety. We would like to take this opportunity

to commend on the IAEA's tremendous effort that went into the



preparation of the report on the Fukushima Daiichi accident, and

we look forward to see the lessons learned from this tragedy be

reflected in the iAEA Act{0n Plan on Nuclear safety BeyOnd 2015.

In this light, we stress the importance of environmental safety

considerations in regions with dynamic seismic and earthquake

activity.

This cannot be stressed enough in the region of the E.

Mediterranean where ongoing conflicts and seismic activity

render the full deployment of security and safety aspects for

peaceful nuclear activities, more pertinent.

In this context, we would have liked to see more progress at

the 2015 NPT Review Conference, especially in the formulation of

a concrete road map for the way forward in finalizing the

conference on a Nuclear Weapons Free Zone in the Middle East.

We fully support the efforts towards the establishment of such a

Zone, as we believe that the application of comprehensive IAEA

Safeguards to all nuclear material, facilities and activities will

create confidence among states and promote peace, stability and

security. The 2010   NPT Action Plan provides adequate

benchmarks for the years ahead, and states should take

advantage of the guidance these benchmarks provide. We call

upon states that have not yet done so, to join the NPT.



We welcome the adoption, by consensus, of the "Vienna

Declaration on Nuclear Safety to prevent accidents and mitigate

radiological consequences" at the

Nuclear Safety (9-10.2.2015).

Convention  to  fulfill  their

Diplomatic Conference for

We urge all Parties to the

obligations  under the  Vienna

Declaration without delay, with the aim of strengthening nuclear

safety and increasing transparency. I would like to remind that

Greece, member of the EURATOM Community, abides fully to the

relevant EU legislation.

We were especially satisfied by the results of the fifth

Review Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the joint Convention

on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and on the Safety of

Radioactive Waste Management, held under the IAEA auspices

last May.

Greece gives high priority to nuclear security issues, attested

by the ratification of the relevant IAEA instruments including the

Additional Protocol, the CPPNM (Convention on the Physical

Protection of Nuclear Material) and its Amendment, the Code of

Conduct on the Safety and Security of Radiological Sources, and

the Guidance on Import and Export of Radiological Sources to

name a few. We are encouraged by the momentum created since

the Nuclear Security Conference (NSC) in 2013, and look forward



to the next Nuclear Security Conference, to be held in Vienna, in

December 2016.

It is crucial that all states fulfill their disarmament

commitments more resolutely and urgently. We must have a

pragmatic road map delineating the practical aspects aimed at

bringing us closer to  a world free of nuclear weapons,

Humanitarian consideration should not only guide nuclear

disarmament, but should be in conjunction with nuclear security

and safety initiatives.

Mr. Chairman,

Greece considers that the peaceful use of nuclear energy can be

further and responsibly developed only through the reinforcement of

nuclear safety and security conditions. We therefore believe that the

International Atomic Energy Agency has  a pivotal role in

strengthening the safety and security framework through enhanced

international activities.

I thank you.


